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Theorem 7.2 in the article depends on Theorem 7.1 which is quoted from the preprint [1]
(which subsequently was split into [2] and [3]). William Richter has questioned the validity
of Theorem 7.1 unless the spaces U and V are suspension spaces. Indeed he is correct and
a more complicated form of Theorem 7.1 is required in the full generality case.
Accordingly the hypotheses that U and V are suspension spaces must be added to
Theorem 7.1 for the conclusion to be correct as stated. And consequently Theorem 7.2
should be revised to read simply as follows.
Theorem 7.2. If U and V are suspension spaces then the equation
T ◦GHI(Γ )= ((µg)· ∗ (µf )·
) ◦ (ρg ∗ ρf )
is valid as a statement about homotopy classes U ∗ V →ΩCg ∗ΩCf .
The full generality cases of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 will be taken up in [5] using results
from [4].
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